
BIRTH HOROSCOPE:

Name: Joker Chill
Birth Date: 4/25/1940
Time: 3:00 AM
Location: Jersey City
Long:  74W 4
Lat: 40N44
Tropical
Placidus
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Birth Date: 4/25/1940, Time: 3:00 AM. Country: USA, State or Region: New Jersey, Location: Jersey City. 
Geographic Coordinates 40.44 N, 74.04 W, Time Zone = Eastern Standard, Special Code = Standard Time. 
GMT Difference = 5:00. House Method is Placidus.

BIRTH HOROSCOPE FOR JOKER CHILL

YOUR OUTLOOK:

Your Ascendant is Pisces.
      Your idealistic dream world is full of bumps and bruises as your trusting nature is exploited again and 
again. You are a sentimentalist about love.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Ascendant is Squared to Mars.
      Your tendency to be belligerent, domineering and uncooperative can cause you many problems 
particularly in your marriage and personal relationships.

YOUR SELF EXPRESSION:

Your Sun is Taurus.
      You are purposeful, practical, and plodding; all toward acquiring possessions, pleasures, and security. 
You must guard against being owned by the things that you own, and holding grudges too long.

Your Sun is in the Second House, Affecting Material Resources and Assets.
      You direct your efforts into any activity that promises to bring you financial independence. However, 
you are more interested in the prestige of being wealthy than in using your wealth wisely.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Sun is Conjunct to Saturn.
         You take everything seriously in your endless effort to overcome your difficulties and frustrations.

Your Sun is Squared to Pluto.
         You tend to dominate the people in your life. You make it even worse by your impulsiveness.

YOUR EMOTIONS:

Your Moon is Sagittarius.
      You enjoy all that life offers, and you cheerfully endorse it to anyone who will listen. Your restlessness 
sets you off in search of high adventure, either for the mind or the body, or for both.

Your Moon is in the Ninth House, Affecting Legal Affairs.
      You look for new ways to bring the older traditions back into your life and home. These are the 
traditions you learned at your parents' knees. You have to guard against bringing back dogma instead of 
meaningful values.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):



Your Moon is Trine to Mercury.
         You have a generous supply of common sense supported by an excellent mind and a good memory.

Your Moon is Opposition to Venus.
         Your financial burdens are not eased by your added frustrations with an unresponsive partner.

Your Moon is Opposition to Mars.
         You fly off the handle too easily. You lack patience with routine work and parents.

Your Moon is Squared to Neptune.
         You live so much in your fantasy world that you can't tell what is real anymore. Confusion reigns.

Your Moon is Sextile to North Node.
      You are able to advance in the areas of the North Node because you are aware of trends and adapt to 
them.

Your Moon is Trine to South Node.
      This position suggests that you are able to outgrow the limiting patterns described by your South 
Node.

Your Moon is Conjunct to Medium Coeli.
      You have an aptitude for public life, and you are instinctively aware of public opinion and can use this. 
Women may be helpful. Unless another aspect is in effect, you may attract good publicity. This refers to 
your Immum Coeli as well.

Your Moon is Opposition to Immum Coeli.

YOUR INTELLECT:

Your Mercury is Aries.
      You think fast and make decisions quickly--sometimes just to get it over with. You defend your ideas 
and decisions more because they are yours than because of the merits they might have on their own.

Your Mercury is in the First House, Affecting Individual Identity.
      Your daily activities usually require that you express yourself by talking and by writing. You especially 
enjoy those activities that give you a chance to compete with others in selling your ideas.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Mercury is Sextile to Mars.
         You are quick to take offense at the remarks of others, and find fault with their actions.

YOUR ROMANCE:

Your Venus is Gemini.
      Your need for variety in your romantic relationships makes it hard for you to focus your attention on 
one partner. You prefer parties, cruises, or other gatherings that offer you opportunities to meet like-
minded adventurers.

Your Venus is in the Fourth House, Affecting Home and Family Life.
      Your contact with others centers on your domestic scene. You take special pride in decorating your 



home with the finest you can afford. You have strong ties to your parents. Properties bring you wealth late 
in life.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Venus is Conjunct to Mars.
         You love all sorts of emotional excitement, but especially sexual excitement. You're a passionate 
lover.

Your Venus is Sextile to Jupiter.
         You get along very well with most people. You are popular because of your refined tastes and 
manners.

Your Venus is Squared to Neptune.
         Your past problems seem to come back to haunt you, especially those having something to do with 
sex.

Your Venus is Trine to North Node.
      You relate well with people on a social level. You are keenly aware of current social and economic 
trends. You exercise good timing in making financial decisions.

Your Venus is Sextile to South Node.
      Your social contacts help you overcome the limitations imposed on you by your South Node position.

Your Venus is Opposition to Medium Coeli.
      Unless there are other factors in your chart that place more importance on your tenth house, you 
probably don't have much in the way of career or worldly ambitions and therefore don't get much 
happiness from them.

Your Venus is Conjunct to Immum Coeli.
      You have a happy home life, with a loving happy family. You are generous with your family as well. 
You probably live in a comfortable home designed for comfortable living and easy entertaining.

YOUR PASSION:

Your Mars is Gemini.
      You have a quick mind and prefer the direct (outspoken!) approach in dealing with people. You enjoy 
matching wits with a worthy intellectual rival. You are resourceful but restless--sexually superficial at times.

Your Mars is in the Third House, Affecting Intellect and Communication.
      You have a keen mind that enjoys the test of intellectual competition or the challenge of emergency 
situations. You would enjoy the political scene or investigative journalism. You quarrel with siblings.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Mars is Trine to North Node.

Your Mars is Sextile to South Node.

Your Mars is Opposition to Medium Coeli.
      Your career interests probably will be interupted by your parents, family or marital obligations. You 
tend to be aggressive and your career problems spill over into your home life.

Your Mars is Conjunct to Immum Coeli.



      You are aggressive in your home and family life. This will tend to cause many domestic arguments 
and quarrels with family members. You always want to run your household, despite objections from 
others.

YOUR LUCK:

Your Jupiter is Aries.
      You need the freedom to express your enthusiasm for the higher values in life. Your optimistic 
approach and your self-assurance inspire confidence in others, who then select you for leadership 
positions in worthy causes.

Your Jupiter is in the First House, Affecting Individual Identity.
      You have an optimistic outlook and the self-confidence that inspires others to select you as their 
leader. You love the pleasures of life and are fond of travel. You are lucky to enjoy the benefits of good 
health.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Jupiter is Squared to Pluto.
         You try to convert others to your own dogmatic beliefs. Your tactless approach leads to resentment.

YOUR INHIBITIONS:

Your Saturn is Taurus.
      You recognize your need to buckle down if you want to earn enough money to feel secure. You are 
practical in managing your affairs. You seem to work your best when you are under a great deal of 
pressure to perform.

Your Saturn is in the Second House, Affecting Material Resources and Assets.
      Your activities are centered on the acquisition of material wealth. This often places you in the position 
of responsibility for handling money. You concern yourself with saving money for your old age.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Saturn is Squared to Pluto.
         Your life seems to bear more than your share of disappointments, though they are never your own 
fault.

YOUR CHANGE AND ADVANCEMENT:

Your Uranus is Taurus.
      You are a financial maverick in business--creating new approaches for ways to use money. Your 
intensity is disruptive. It can lead you into positions that you then have to defend with unyielding 
stubbornness.

Your Uranus is in the Second House, Affecting Material Resources and Assets.
      Your financial circumstances are seldom under control. You never seem able to protect yourself 
against sudden surprises. Your originality gives you the opportunities for unusual ways to make more 
money.



ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Uranus is Trine to Neptune.
      Your generation searches for a utopian life style. You all have a respect for mystical messages.

YOUR IMAGINATION:

Your Neptune is Virgo.
      This generation was confronted with difficulties in meeting material needs, leading to excessive 
emotional stresses early in life.
      As a result of Neptune having been in retrograde motion, you are keenly aware of your intuitive 
insights and introspections. You are willing to reconsider your basic beliefs on the basis of a continuous 
evaluation of your innermost feelings.

Your Neptune is in the Seventh House, Affecting Interaction With Society.
      Your marriage is based on an almost platonic relationship with someone with deep mystic beliefs. 
Yours is an unselfish love that approaches a spiritual union. Be on your guard against deceptions.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your Neptune is Squared to Medium Coeli.
      This aspect creates situations that may disrupt your career and reputation. You have vague career 
goals and run away from problems.

Your Neptune is Squared to Immum Coeli.
      This creates situations that may disrupt your home life. You tend to avoid dealing with your family 
problems and responsibilities.

YOUR SPIRITUAL REBIRTH:

Your Pluto is on the cusp Between Leo and Cancer.
Leo:

      This generation focuses on the struggle for power and world leadership--especially on the complex 
problems caused by the boom of nuclear power.
Cancer:

      This generation concerns itself with conflicts over land and food, and with the many rivalries that 
threaten both the family and national security.

Your Pluto is in the Fifth House, Affecting Pleasurable Persuits.
      You express your creative urges through art and strong emotional involvements. You are domineering 
in romantic relations--causing fits of jealousy. You love the excitement of speculation or gambling.

YOUR DESIRE TO IMPROVE:

Your North Node is Libra.
      You need to work with others and cooperate in order to grow.

Your North Node is in the Seventh House, Affecting Interaction With Society.



      Your instinctive, sensitive reactions to people and their problems will definitely help you. You are 
keenly aware of the public's likes and dislikes and this will help you as well. You will also benefit by your 
marriage partner and other partnerships as well.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your North Node is Sextile to Medium Coeli.

Your North Node is Trine to Immum Coeli.

YOUR INEFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR:

Your South Node is Aries.
      You need to overcome your habit of arguing that interferes with your personal relationships.

Your South Node is in the First House, Affecting Individual Identity.
      You tend to take the "Path of Least Resistance" and this may hinder your development. You need to 
overcome personal habits in order to grow.

ASPECTS (or Angles to Other Planets):

Your South Node is Trine to Medium Coeli.

Your South Node is Sextile to Immum Coeli.

YOUR CAREER:

Your Medium Coeli is Sagittarius.
      You have many different career interests, and you tend to spread yourself too thin. Your ambitions 
tend to be idealistic. Your reputation reflect your sense of integrity along with a sense of humor.

YOUR HOME LIFE:

Your Immum Coeli is Gemini.
      You have a lively home life. You have many different family interests and may tend to live at many 
different addresses and may live at two addresses at once. Communication with your family is open and 
things are discussed openly.

YOUR FORTUNE:

Your Part of Fortune is Libra.
      Provided your Part of Fortune is not afflicted, areas involving art, beauty, or comforts of all kinds might 
be good for you. You also may be successful as a singer or dealing with money.

Your Part of Fortune is in the Seventh House, Affecting Interaction With Society.
      Areas of interest would be dealings with the public, marriage, divorce, business partnerships, lawsuits, 
mergers, agreements. Also affected are open enemies, rivals and competitors.



YOUR HOUSE CUSPS,

THE AREAS OF LIFE THEY AFFECT

AND THE SIGNS THEY'RE IN:

First House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Individual Identity is 11 Pisces.
      This position gives the individual emotional sensitivity, compassion, moodiness, sympathy and a 
gentle disposition. This individual is also rather indecisive, pliable, hesitant and mystically inclined.

Second House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Material Resources and Assets is 27 Aries.
      This suggests that you have a strong and active interest in your personal financial affairs. You may 
though never have much in the way of savings due to your excessive spending.

Third House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Intellect and Communication is 27 Taurus.
      This gives you a slow deliberate mind. You take your time making decisions and do not easily change 
your mind. You mean what you say. You have good powers of concentration and learn well. You are close 
to your siblings and are a good neighbor.

Fourth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Home and Family Life is 20 Gemini.
      You have a lively home life. You have many different family interests, live at many different addresses. 
You may live at two addresses at once. Communication with your family is open and you discuss things 
openly.

Fifth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Pleasurable Persuits is 11 Cancer.
      You have emotional love relationships. You are romantic and emotional. You are also vulnerable to 
being hurt in a risky love affair. You have little interest in gambling. This increases the possibility of having 
children. You tend to nurture and protect your children.

Sixth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Health and Work is 5 Leo.
      You handle work in an authoritative manner. You don't like being an employee and tend to resent 
others' authority over you. You take pride in your work and will do your best. You are very strong and vital. 
You need to be careful about your heart and back.

Seventh House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Interaction With Society is 11 Virgo.
      You are very practical in your approach to marriage and other partnerships. You will tend to seek 



partners who are more careful and discriminating and their faultfinding and criticism tends to destroy your 
relationships.

Eighth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Death and Partnerships is 27 Libra.
      This suggests that your joint financial resources are fairly distributed along with the responsibilities 
associated with them. A death benefit will tend to stem from your partner.

Ninth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Legal Affairs is 27 Scorpio.
      You cut right to the heart of any philosophy or religion which you may accept or follow. You seek out 
the "Ultimate Meaning" and won't accept anything less. You don't hide your feelings from your in-laws and 
deal with them as such.

Tenth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Worldly Affairs is 20 Sagittarius.
      You have many different career interests. You tend to spread yourself too thin. Your ambitions tend to 
be idealistic. Your reputation reflect your sense of integrity along with a sense of humor.

Eleventh House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Friends and Organizations is 11 Capricorn.
      You aren't much of a joiner. You tend to join business type organizations rather than social ones. 
When you are young, you make friends with older people and when older, with younger more ambitious 
ones.

Twelfth House Cusp

Your House Cusp Affecting Sorrows, Troubles and Secrets is 5 Aquarius.
      Your friends may turn against you. Your overpowering need for freedom may be your undoing and 
may turn against you.

YOUR HOUSE CUSPS:

House Cusp #01: 11PIS20
House Cusp #02: 27ARI11
House Cusp #03: 27TAU21
House Cusp #04: 20GEM00
House Cusp #05: 11CAN02
House Cusp #06: 05LEO19
House Cusp #07: 11VIR20
House Cusp #08: 27LIB11
House Cusp #09: 27SCO21
House Cusp #10: 20SAG00
House Cusp #11: 11CAP02
House Cusp #12: 05AQU19

Your Scout Planet is Saturn.
         You are a well-organized person with strong ambitions and a deep sense of responsibility. You are 
systematic and practical in dealing with daily activities. You depend on an older person for advice and 
guidance, especially in concerning your career. Your determination leads to success.



SUMMARY:

Count of Signs:

Aries  2 Taurus  3
Gemini  2 Cancer  0
Leo  1 Virgo  1
Libra  0 Scorpio  0
Sagittarius  1 Capricorn  0
Aquarius  0 Pisces  0

Count of Planets in Genders:

Masculine Signs  6 Feminine Signs  4
         You are a well-balanced person. You are well aware of your inner needs and you know how to take 
care of them. You are patient and can endure unpleasant circumstances, yet you have the courage to 
change them forcefully when necessary. Although you enjoy being the center of stage, it doesn't bother 
you to step aside to let someone else have a turn in the limelight. Your occasional bouts with depression 
don't bother you because you know that you will soon be back up there, feeling like a million.

Count of Planets in Elements:

Fire Signs  4 Earth Signs  4
Air Signs  2 Water Signs  0

         You are a well-balanced person. Enthusiasm will be tempered by practicality, and logic will be 
tempered by emotions. You can get very excited about planning a vacation, or you can cancel a vacation 
without remorse if it becomes necessary to do so. You think things out carefully before coming to a 
decision; but you can also make a decision impulsively. You live your life in the here-and-now, 
unconcerned by memories of the past or warnings of the future.

Count of Signs in Qualities:

Cardinal Signs  2 Fixed Signs  4
Mutable Signs  4

         You are well balanced between getting things started, helping to keep them going or keeping them 
on the track against changing circumstances. You can come up with new ideas, yet you do not become so 
attached to them that you can't change your mind in the face of new circumstances or unforeseen 
problems. You can be just as effective as a team player or a team leader. You handle both positions 
equally well.

Count of Houses:

House #1  2 House #2  3
House #3  1 House #4  1
House #5  1 House #6  0
House #7  1 House #8  0
House #9  1 House #10  0
House #11  0 House #12  0

Count of Planets in Various Hemispheres:

North Houses  8 South Houses  2
East Houses  6 West Houses  4

         You are a balanced person. You don't find it hard to live with the conditions imposed on you by 
others. Then, too, you don't find it hard to change things when you feel that others are crowding you. You 
like your privacy, but you also need friends. You can enjoy yourself by being alone with a good book, or by 
working on a committee to raise funds for a worthy cause. You have learned how to go along with the 
wishes of others without sacrificing your own best interests.



Count of Functional Houses:

Individual Houses  4 Relative Houses  2
Temporal Houses  3 Terminal Houses  1

         You are a well-balanced person. Enthusiasm will be tempered by practicality, and logic will be 
tempered by emotions. You can get very excited about planning a vacation, or you can cancel a vacation 
without remorse if it becomes necessary to do so. You think things out carefully before coming to a 
decision; but you can also make a decision impulsively. You live your life in the here-and-now, 
unconcerned by memories of the past or warnings of the future.

Count of Modal Houses:

Cadent Houses  2 Angular Houses  5
Succedent Houses  4

         You are well balanced between getting things started, helping to keep them going or keeping them 
on the track against changing circumstances. You can come up with new ideas, yet you do not become so 
attached to them that you can't change your mind in the face of new circumstances or unforeseen 
problems. You can be just as effective as a team player or a team leader. You handle both positions 
equally well.

Count of Aspects:

Conjunct  5 Sextile  5
Trine  5 Opposed  5
Squared  8

         You have an intense drive to succeed in your career. You find yourself facing one crisis after 
another, each of which you overcome with hard work.


